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Apollo 125cc dirt bike top speed

One of the bikes that impresses teen (and some adult) dirt riders is the 125cc bike if the sale is to go. But how fast does a 125cc dirt bike go and another way is the 125cc dirt bike engine unique? In this article, you will answer the question:What is the top speed of a 125cc dirt bike?, and how fast a dirt bike can go in general (125cc). Let's
explore right away: hurry up? Check out the fastest 125cc dirt bikes below. How fast does the 125cc dirt bike travel at Mph? 5 Fastest 125cc dirt bike how fast does a 125cc dirt bike travel at mph? The dust bike top speed of 125cc depends on a variety of factors such as the rider's experience, specific brand and terrain. For example, a
125cc dirt bike Apollo, such as the Apollo-DB-X18 (4th stroke, single cylinder), can reach a maximum of 45 mph in perfect conditions. In contrast, the Coolster's Dirt Bike 125cc zooms to a top speed of 40-45 mph. Mark Yu, this bike has a single cylinder, 4 stroke engine again. Cheap 125cc dirt bikes like the Taotao DB17 dirt bike slow
down a bit and run at about 20-25 mph. But there are other types of Taotao 125cc dirt bikes led by this 125cc dirt bike near the likes of Coolster and Apollo by offering a maximum speed of 37mph. The latter is still 4 strokes, 1 cylinder, so 4 strokes is very common at this level. 4 strokes vs. 2 strokes 125cc dirt bike. As we know, the
debate of a 4-stroke vs. 2-stroke dirt bike engine is now simmering forever and it rears its head back here. Two competitors take a look at how speed-wise compares: How fast does an A 125 four-stroke dirt bike go? All the dust bikes mentioned above are 4 strokes.  And the speed depends on the bike and the features that come with
each bike. But on average, a 125 four-stroke dirt bike can go up to 45mph, given the ideal riding environment for several carefully selected models. Of course, there are possibilities to push the stated limits, but not all cyclists have the skills to do this. In fact, we'll see this later, some of the expensive 125cc dirt bikes can hit powerful
speeds of as much as 70+ mph. How fast does a 125cc 2-stroke dirt bike go? The 125 2-stroke dirt bike top speed swings back from one model to the next, depending on various factors. However, the speed is not far from 4 strokes. For example, the Black Coulter Dust 125cc 2-stroke dirt bike slightly exceeds 45 mph at full speed. Other
brands I've hinted at, the afore mentioned Apollo 125cc dirt bike top speed of 45 mph, are beaten down by most of the 125cc dirt bikes coming from Big Wig manufacturers such as Suzuki, Honda and Yamaha, among them a registration speed of 70+ mph. Yamaha Yamaha ranks among other well-known brands producing 125cc dirt
bikes. Here are the top two: yz125 Dirt Bike: Therefore there is a possibility to go as fast as 70 mph.  It's powered by a two-scroque engine and is very light. Yamaha TTR125 Dirt Bike: The TTR125 dirt bike debuted back in 2000 and features several entry-level features, including a 4-scroque single-cylinder engine. This 125cc dirt bike
yamaha top speed averages 40 mph - this is close to the model I highlighted earlier. 2. Honda Honda manufactures some of the sleek 125cc dirt bikes. Honda 125cc CRF125F Dut Bike: 125cc air cooling engine and 4-speed crank speed up to 65 mph. Honda 125cc CRF125FB: This 125cc dirt bike Honda top speed will be between 55-
65mph depending on rider and bike optimization.  It's another great performer. 3. 125cc dirt bike category with impressive models, 1 wasaki 2015. 1945 Z125 Pro Viti Bike: Honda CRF125F is competing among them.  The resilient 19-year-old 125 Pro provides up to 60mph mph for riders who know the technology to maximise their innate
qualities. 1944 KX125 Dirt Bike: If the machine with long straight circuitry is perfectly geared, the KX125 can hit 60 to 70 mph, even if its acceleration is not as good as the 1946 Z125 Pro. If you have the right tires and excellent aerodynamics for your bike, veterans can go beyond this. The latest K-X has been praised for its ease of
handling and consistent strength in particular. 4. Suzuki Suzuki dirt bike is also more than fun thanks to its agility. Most of the 125cc bikes are designed to be ultra-light. Suzuki DR-Z125: This well-versatile off-road bike is part of a 125cc capacity model centered around a powerful 4-scroque, 124cc engine.  The ride is easy and smooth,
with an average top speed of about 69 mph. Suzuki RM125 Dirt Bike: Stock gearing can reach around 60mph. It also accelerates very quickly while construction ensures that it stays a pleasure to ride. 5. If you are a fan of KTM Austrian bike maker KTM, you are lucky because the company has a bike with excellent agility and engine
power. The company promises to meet the needs of young adrenaline seekers aboard a 125cc bike. King of the Jungle is the KTM 125 SX dirt bike, considered one of the most compact full-size dirt bikes. The one-cylinder, two-struk engine confidently delivers between 65-70 mph on the most favorable terrain. As usual, achieving this
speed depends on the bevy of gearing and other factors. How 125 dirt bike feet compared to a bike. In pursuit of more adventures, some enthusiasts took bike racing to the pits because of its similarity to the motocross. So, when a pit bike pits how fast a pit bike Dirt bike? Well, the 125cc foot bike top speed again depends on the brand
and rider's skills. The top speed of the engine is also cited in various ways. For example, the SSR SR125 foot bike has a top speed of between 30-35 MPH. The engine of the pit bike is still a single 4-scroque cylinder. ON A FUNKY BIKE, A 125CC PIT BIKE RECORDS 55MPH WITH A TALENTED PIT RIDER. Change is wild, as is a
regular dirt bike. What age is recommended for a 125cc dirt bike? Kids starting 12 years are fine with this bike. In other words, the 125cc dirt bike is suitable for the rider's universe. It has enough power for teenagers who want to test their skills beyond the norm. But it works for adults who are afraid to master their work yet at the same time
and stimulate dirt bikes. The recommended height for riders is 5-6 feet and the seat height is as follows: If you are 5'8 tall, a seat height of 34 to 38 inches should be appropriate. Riders between 5′ 6 tall and 34 to 37 high bike seats are likely to be comfortable in 5'4 tall seats for those that are 33 to 36 high. Finally, a 5'2-key dirt bike fits
well with a seat range of 125cc dirt bikes from 31 to 35 heights. What should I do for my teens on a 125cc dirt bike? Choosing a 125cc bike from a variety of options can be somewhat tricky. The important thing is to make the choice meet all your needs. This you can do by considering some issues: how we have already commented on
age and how the height of the seat vis-à-vis rider can affect comfort and safe handling. The bike must be a solid rock. This means that bikes that are poorly constructed and tend to fail at every point are easier to engage with, as the larger No. A 125cc model is more close to the starter bike. This allows riders to spend more time riding and
more fun. Teenagers want everything seamlessly at this level, so they welcome a convenient electric starter compared to other systems. Improved suspension means better control and kojier time, even when dealing with test terrain.  Comfortable levers and grips also improve control. Novi tires mounted on equally large rims provide
better ground grip and longer life. So, again, how fast is a 125cc bike? The answer depends on your brand and riding skills. Various companies make 125cc bikes with different engine capacities starting at up to 20mph and up to 45mph. At the extreme end, the best one can hit 60-70mph depending on gearing. As for the best age, 125cc
dirt bike fitness still depends on the dirt bike in addition to the rider's skill and size. But it's usually good for new adults in aspiring teens looking for dirt bikes and extra thrills. We also saw that pit bikes are graded at 45mph and can rise. Based on brand. Like this post? Share on Pinterest! 1996-2014 ©, Amazon.com, Inc. Alternatively, its
affiliates are similar to the younger brothers of the Apollo DB-34 110cc in many specifications, but the Apollo DB-007 offers a larger 125cc engine, which means a substantial acceleration upgrade, and a fully manual clutch gives you greater control over your semi-automatic brother. If you already own a DB-34 and are looking for a bike
with similar features and ride comfort, but are looking for an upgraded engine or manual clutch control, this is the bike you want. It's a bit on the small side, enough for a dirt bike to go, but its small size allows for a pretty high top speed for this engine class, and some really jiddy acceleration. If you're looking for an added oomph on a
125cc bike in terms of top speed and acceleration, this is the bike you want. The really sturdy steel frame and front and rear brakes ensure excellent safety features, and the Apollo DB-34 can confidently handle almost everything you throw at it, unless its small frame size is suppressed. Deterrent.
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